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The Heart Has Reasons A Romantic Suspense
Thriller
A New York Times Bestselling Author An Indie Next PickTalented Madrid college
professor Blanca Perea seems to have it all. Then her husband of twenty years leaves
her for another woman. Questioning the life she once had and whether she truly knows
herself, Blanca accepts what looks like a boring research grant in California involving
an exiled Spanish writer who died decades ago. Evocative, lyrical, and humorous, The
Heart Has Its Reasons is a story about the thrill of creating one?s life anew.
Society does not make it easy for young people, regardless of their sexual orientation,
to find accurate, nonjudgmental information about homosexuality. It makes it even more
difficult for young homosexuals to find positive role models in fiction either written or
published expressly for them or - if published for adults - relevant to them and their
lives. This book examines these issues and critically evaluates the body of literature
published for young adults that offers homosexual themes and characters.
Stresses the importance of the mother-child relationship, gives advice on working at
home, and shares suggestions on how to save money on food, clothing, and household
expenses
The heart has its reasons of which reason knows nothing: The Best Notebook for You,
Or you can give for your friend or Your Love as a Gift... Journal And Notebook Gift For
Someone Birthday Gift PRODUCT DETAILS: dimensions ( 6 x 9 ) 100 Pages Lined
Notebook Soft cover GET YOUR COPY TODAY ...
In this book, the author puts forth vignettes from the lives of real people, people in flesh
and blood, who went about doing good, guided not so much by human reason and logic
as by the heart's way of looking at things. These little anecdotes can be of great
inspiration for readers from all walks of life.
The Heart Has Its Reasons, Looking Back Looking Ahead. What if we could look ahead
while still looking back? What if hard-won insight was ours to use when we needed it?
This short book puts such possibilities within our reach. In a series of brief articles, the
author explains important thoughts in relating to God, oneself and others. These
insights, gained with age and experience, nudge us to find a new path. Then the rest of
our journey becomes transforming. With God back in the center, others in their rightful
place, and we striving harder, our relationships could regain the luster they once had.
The heart, the seat of love, looks back to learn lessons and looks ahead in hope. When
lessons of the past become sentinels for the future, we gain peace and joy. To attain
that state we must learn to open our hearts to God and others. The theme on the heart
throbs in the two parts of the book: One, Love yourself and bleed for others; two, Love
God above all else. Twenty-two chapters, a Prologue and an Epilogue resonate the
theme. Here are some titles: * Reflections on the year gone by * Does evil serve a
purpose? * Does pain heal? * How do we respond to those who offend us? * A crusade
for healing * Why do we treat God so badly? The author does not stop at asking
questions. In a simple and direct style he answers them - without preaching. Journey
with him to look upon a new horizon! Praise for the book: "The thoughts are of Christian
inspiration and stimulating, the language is mellifluous and racy, and the book makes
pleasant reading. This is a valuable book that can surely help the interested reader
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towards betterment of self and society." Dr George Kaitholil, Author and Former
General Editor of St. Pauls and Better Yourself Books.
This book explores a hitherto neglected area of theological anthropology: the unity of
human emotionality and rationality embodied in the biblical concept of the heart. While
the theological contours of human reason have for long been clearly drawn and
presented as the exclusive seat of the image of God, affectivity has been relegated to a
secondary position. With the reintegration of the body into recent philosophical and
theological discourses, a number of questions have arisen: if the image (also) resides in
the body, how does this change one's view of the theological significance of human
affectivity? In what way is our likeness to God realized in the whole of what we are?
Can one overcome the traditional dissociation between intellect and affectivity by a
renewed theory of love? In conversation with patristic and medieval authors (e.g.,
Irenaeus, Tertullian, Gregory of Nyssa, Maximus, Aquinas) and in dialogue with more
recent interlocutors (Pascal, Ricoeur, Marion, Milbank, John Paul II), this work pursues
a novel theological vision of the essential unity of our humanity.
Nathaniel is forced into a loveless marriage and Rachel's world is shattered. But life
does go on, with tragedy, treachery and scandal impacting their separate existences.
Through it all their love endures, as they each yearn for the other. Are they fated to
forever be apart?
When her longtime marriage abruptly ends in the wake of her husband's infidelity,
Madrid college professor Blanca Perea struggles to rebuild her own life by researching
that of an enigmatic Spanish writer who died decades earlier. By the best-selling author
of The Time in Between. 75,000 first printing.
This is not a "Love Story" but a Story about Love and Life. When our bodies are at
height, we encounter a place of serenity and nothing matters but love! The obsession of
her lover drove them apart; Forcing Jewel to run from the overwhelming passion that
took her whole adulthood to overcome.......
Romantic adventure set in provincial France during the aftermath of the Revolution,
about a sixteen-year-old who discovers the truth about her Revolutionary fantasies and
the qualities of her husband.
This instructive and immensely readable book by Arjuna Schulenburg, aka Swami
Abhedananda, provides a significant contribution to a successful relationship, not least
in its philosophical and spiritual presentation. Based on timeless teachings and his own
experience, Arjuna offers practical advice to a fresh understanding of our human nature
with intriguing and provoking solutions. This book covers teachings on Love, Ethics,
Sex, Inner Management and Meditation providing direction for dealing with situations in
daily life. The first chapters of the book present incidents and reflections of how a
broken relationship has impacted our life and the shock it inflicted. The subsequent
chapters give absorbing Practices and Principles to enable the reader to acquaint him
with the depth of the "why" and "how" which one has to grasp in order to have a
purpose in life and a successful relationship.

Write Your Daily Quarantine Memories Your GORGEOUS notebook by Note
Lovers is here! Great with neon, metallic, glitter, pastel, fluorescent, or other gel
pens! It's time to up-level make your note taking stand out from the crowd.
Featuring lightly lined college ruled pages on rich black cover, this notebook is
versatile and unique. A perfect gift to the person who wants to stand out from the
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crowd. Makes a great notebook for gratitude journaling, list making, taking notes,
or jotting things down. "Black is the new black." FEATURES: premium matte
cover printed on high quality interior stock convenient 6" x 9" size 120 lightly lined
pages perfect with gel pens designed by a mother of 4 in the U.S.A. Visit our
brand name at the top for a wide variety of black covers products.
This is not a story about love but life. Obsessive love blinds the senses while the
heart controls the body in search of its desperate longing.
Set in the first quarter of 20th century Delhi, The Heart Has Its Reasons dwells
on the fine balance between love and family. Writer par excellence and recipient
of the Katha Chudamani and Sahitya Akademi Awards, Sobti s powerful
narratives defy territorial specifics.
The Heart Has Its ReasonsA NovelSimon and Schuster
The famous scientist and philosopher Blaise Pascal memorably said that the
heart has its reasons the mind will never know. But too often it's forgotten that
Pascal, in referring to the heart's reasons, was not talking about hunches or cozy
feelings. Instead he had in mind our intuitive knowledge of the first principles of
number, time, space, and motion. And he believed God can be known in the
same way, so that belief in God has the same justification as scientific and
mathematical principles. Was he right? In Knowing with the Heart, Roy Clouser
develops a broad, compelling case for Pascal's position. Against the current
climate of religious relativism, Clouser concludes that Christians are entitled to
say they know God is real. Written in clear and nontechnical language, Knowing
with the Heart is intended for believers concerned with the credentials of their
faith--and those who don't believe in God but are willing to investigate and
reconsider.
"You can't let people be treated in an inhuman way around you....Otherwise you
start to become inhuman." So declares rescuer Hetty Voute in this ebook of the
updated edition of The Heart Has Reasons, an acclaimed historical account that
offers an in-depth look into the hearts and minds of the Holocaust rescuers and
explores the meaning that their lives and deeds have for us today. Individually or
in small "humanitarian cells," the ten Dutch people profiled in these pages saved
the lives of thousands of Jewish children during the Nazi occupation of Holland.
How did they do what they did-and why did they risk everything to do it? Although
their extraordinary tales of rescue vary greatly, the integrity of the rescuers does
not. Thus these narratives provide not only a window on the past but a vision for
the future. Framed by Klempner's own quest for meaning, the rescuers' words
resonate across generations, providing timeless insight into how people of
conscience can navigate ethically in an increasingly complex world.
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